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The Illuminati

- Adam Weishaup – b.1748, Founder of the Illuminati (the enlightened ones), Jesuit trained, Jesuit university professor, freemason, versed in occult mysteries.
- Illuminati (a deistic or secular secret occult hierarchy hidden within Freemasonry) founded on 1 May 1776, Rothschild financed, based on Jesuit principles and techniques.
- Goal was complete power & control of the world (NWO) & destruction of Christianity.
Illuminati Themes

• Illuminati Themes – deception, control, total obedience to the hierarchy and esoteric knowledge from the sun.
Masonic Symbols

- Occultists believe that once a symbol is created, it acquires power of its own, and that the more secret it is, the more power it has.
- Symbols are given double meanings to help conceal the true meanings – dark ideas and meanings concealed in full view through allegory and symbolism.
- The following slide represents symbols from the first three degrees and is called THE MASTER’S CARPET.
Masonic Symbols

Sun God – Baal; Osiris
Male principle

Beehive – Industry

Phallic Symbol
Asherah poles

Corn sheaf – Wages of labor

Coffin – Mortality

Eye of Lucifer

Earth - Earthy

Boaz – Strength

Jachin – Stability

Celestial – Heavenly

“G” – Great Architect of Universe or Generative (sexual) power

Moon Goddess – Asherah; Female principle

Three lights typify man's reason, physical senses, & psychic senses; Osiris, Isis, & Horus

Checkerboard – Duality of life; seeking balance; Yin and Yang; Good and Evil

Checklist:
- Sun God: Baal; Osiris
- Male principle
- Phallic Symbol: Asherah poles
- Corn sheaf: Wages of labor
- Beehive: Industry
- Coffin: Mortality
- Eye of Lucifer
- Earth: Earthy
- Boaz: Strength
- Jachin: Stability
- Celestial: Heavenly
- “G”: Great Architect of Universe or Generative (sexual) power
- Moon Goddess: Asherah; Female principle
- Three lights: typify man's reason, physical senses, & psychic senses; Osiris, Isis, & Horus
- Checkerboard: Duality of life; seeking balance; Yin and Yang; Good and Evil
Masonic Symbols
Looking down on the Vatican you see an obelisk, or Asherah pole that illustrates the male/female generative principle. The Washington Monument is of the same type of obelisk.
Masonic Symbols

Compass - Male

Square - Female

Generative power - Sexual
Republics

• Plato believed society should be divided into a hierarchy of three levels; the ruling elite (philosopher kings or guardians), the Auxiliaries (soldiers, police and civil servants to keep everyone in check) and the Workers (the rest of us; the masses; slaves) – But no middle class.

• The middle tier (Auxiliaries) exists only to impose the will of the elite on the workers – a totalitarian state (a socialist dictatorship).

• Plato believed those at the top could manipulate, kill & control human beings as they wished as long as it was for the ‘greater good’.
Republics

• The individual exists merely for the benefit of the state – they have no intrinsic value.

• For this new order of things to be introduced, the former way of things must be first wiped out – the state must control the children.

• The masses must be manipulated by not telling them what is truly right or wrong, but only that which they are intended to believe.

• Eugenics – only those humans with proper traits should be allowed to breed.

• Marriage & family units to be abolished.
Science Dictatorships


• These Plato inspired societies are called Science (Knowledge) or Knowledge Dictatorships that try to monopolize knowledge (information flow) for power (control of people), by manipulating what is “truth” – today we are told that science explains everything.
Evolution

• The spiritual implications of evolution is for mankind to eventually become god-like (absolute perfection) & to unify his consciousness with the Omniscient (God) by our own efforts through knowledge.

• Evolution (spontaneous generation) made it possible for Deist’s to abandon the idea of God – Deism existed partly because people could not explain origins without God.

• Spontaneous generation has been disproven by the Law of Biogenesis, but evolution promoted as fact by control of information to the masses.
Population Control

• Population Control – Evolution implies humans evolving by natural biological means toward a perfect society, allowing the concept of disposal (eugenics) of inferior members of society, like trash.

• Methods – Government controlled medicine; abortion; breeding allowed only based on genetic superiority (eugenics).
The Hegelian Principle

• Motto of 33rd degree Freemasonry is Order out of Chaos.

• Order out of Chaos – Life evolves to harmony through conflict.

• The chaos producing change may be an existing event or a created event – dictators or governments may attempt to produce change (ie. New World Order) by using chaotic events.

• People will accept the preplanned solution they might not otherwise accept to gain relief from the chaos.

• Opposing ideas or chaotic events may be deliberately set up.